Resources

Driving Growth and Innovation With Product Analytics

Thanks for watching the session! Here are a few resources that are particularly relevant to what we covered:

- [Webinar] Stefania's previous webinar: Why High Leverage Analytics is a Cross-Functional Team Sport
- [Blog] The 9 Best Data Analytics Tools for Data Analysts
- [Course] Customer Analytics and A/B Testing in Python
- [Course] Introduction to Data Quality
- [Code Along] Using AI to Enhance Product Pages with LangChain and Python
- Rewatch all sessions from RADAR: The Analytics Edition
- [Podcast] Building Human-Centered AI Experiences with Haris Butt, Head of Product Design at ClickUp
- [Podcast] Make Your A/B Testing More Effective and Efficient

Don’t Forget! —

Sign up for our Future Events

Subscribe to the DataFramed podcast

New to DataCamp?

- Learn on the go using the DataCamp mobile app
- Empower your business with world-class data and AI skills with DataCamp for business